
Rat router who got stiffed: P _ _ D  _ _ _ _ _    _ F    _ _ _ _ _ _ _

He played Bobby Ewing on Dallas: P _ _ _ _ _ _     D _ _ F _

Makeup applicator: P _ _ D _ _ _ _ _ F

Vacation day, e.g.: P _ _ D    _ _ _  _    _ _ F

Orchestral piece for children: P _ _ _ _    _ _ D    _ _ _    _ _ _ F

Optional equipment useful during 
summer drives

Jack’s profession on “Law and Order”
Author White of “The Elements of 

Style” and “Charlotte’s Web”
U.S. soldier
Initials of TV character with wife 

Jane, daughter Judy, and “his boy 
Elroy”

Soldier’s duty, sometimes as punish-
ment

Corral which was the site of a famous 
gunfight

Addendum to a letter
Assistant in an E.R.
Less official than ®
Maker of the Beetle and Jetta

Can you create a “PDF” 
word or phrase to fit 
each of the following 
clues?

Some things share a lot 
with each other – as much 
as 80%. But sometimes it’s 
the things that make us 
unique that matter.

 (untitled) Schedule Docs (untitled)  

 General Conference (untitled) (untitled)  

 (untitled) Adobe® (untitled) Zerowing Product  

 (untitled) Internet (untitled) Websites (untitled)

•A	 •D	 •I	 •Q	 •P	 •S	 •M	 •W

•B	 •E	 •H	 •L	 •N	 •R	 •U	 •Z

•C	 •F	 •G	 •J	 •K	 •O	 •V	 •T 

Having a good cutting edge
Once the world’s busiest airport
Hobbits’ home, or a political subdivision in England
Classic Western in which Alan Ladd played the title role
Gaze at, unblinkingly

The words listed here each 
go into one of the blank 
spaces to form clues. Each 
clue leads to a “buzz” word, 
whose length is given. 

The six “buzz” words, read 
in order, form the clue to a 
seventh word, four letters 
long, which is the answer to 
this puzzle.

___ ___ ___ ___ 1812  [3 letters]

1993 ___ ___ “___ ___...”  [5 letters]

___ ___ ___ “3 ___”          [5 letters]

___ 52 ___ ___ ___          [3 letters]

___ ___ ___ ___ 99         [7 letters]

___ ___ ___ ___ 5          [1 letter]

Welcome to the Acrobat.Com site. 
Each application has an Adobe®-related answer, and the suite puts all the output in a single interface.
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First 
blank

Second 
blank

Third 
blank

Fourth 
blank

simpsons martin element shuffling

symbol cards war amigos

actor employer baby agent

fictional song after number

divide in of of

poet of of on

Connect the dots, 
using these abbrevia-
tions. 

The abbreviations are 
clued in alphabetical 
order.

Organization is often the key to  
success. Even after you’ve entered 
your content from the other areas, 
you might find that viewing them  
in a different order helps. 

When you are done, you’ll find  
the start of a famous saying about  
collaborative teamwork and  
resource sharing.


